
ABUNDANCE RISING

Abundance is not something we get or acquire.  It is something you open yourself to.
Abundance is not a limited thing with quantities that can be depleted.  It is in ourselves that we
interrupt the flow of abundance.  When we think about abundance it is often in relation to money
but we can be open to abundance in any area whether that is love, happiness, health, and
more. May this kit aid you in opening to the unlimited abundance of the universe.

Supplies

+ Crystals - green aventurine for attracting abundance, flower agate for opening to that
abundance,  gold pyrite for manifesting abundance into physical existence (clear or
cleanse crystals first)

+ Lakshmi  - the goddess of abundance
+ Green candle
+ Sacred smoke tools for clearing and cleansing such as feather, loose incense, matches,

and a shell or heat proof dish to burn in
+ Paper and pen
+ Any other items that symbolize abundance to you.

The Ritual

1. Set up - set up your supplies in an area of your choice where you won't be disturbed and
that feel good to you. Get clear and know what area of abundance you want to work
with.  (money, love , health, and so on)

2. Clear and Cleanse - Begin by taking several slow deep breaths through your nose.  Let
the day's thoughts and worries slip away just for now. Focus on being present in the
moment. Light your sacred smoke.   Use a feather or your hand to move the smoke
around yourself and your sacred space. Keep deep breathing as you do this and have
the intention in your mind that you are clearing and cleansing yourself and your space.

3. Set Your Intention -  You may use your own spontaneous words or the following.
I come here today to align and open
To the unlimited flow of abundance

That is always present
I ask my guides, the universe,

(insert your name for higher power)
And the goddess of abundance Lakshmi

To aid me in releasing any blocks
To my abundance of

(insert specific kind of abundance you are looking for)
And opening to it’s flow.



4. Now light your candle and write on a piece of paper what quality of abundance you wish
to open to.  But write it in the present tense as if you already have it. See some
examples below.

examples:
I have an unlimited abundance in money it flows to me effortlessly

Love flows to me in unlimited abundance
I am so grateful for the abundance of loving friends in my life

I am feel so blessed by the abundance of joy in my life

Once you finish writing, place the piece of paper beneath the candle.

5. Visualization -  hold your crystals , close your eyes and spend several minutes
visualizing and meditating.  Picture your life in as much detail as possible when you open
to the flow of the abundance .  Really feel how it will feel. Use all your senses to
experience it. Should doubts arise during this just let them pass. Don't engage with
them. They are natural and will flow right out of you if you let them. Try doing this for 5
minutes or longer.

6. Chanting - with the crystals still in your hand, eyes open or closed,  begin chanting
outloud or in your head the affirmation you wrote on your piece of paper. Say it over and
over again. As you repeat it you will begin to feel energy rising and intensifying within
you. Stop chanting when you feel that energy rise above and beyond you and extending
into the universe. If you don’t know how to do this don't worry about it. Just stop chanting
when it feels right. Trust your intuition and you can’t go wrong.  It’s all good!

7. Gratitude and Ground - Say spontaneous words of thanks to your higher power and
those who assisted you in this opening. Take your time moving and getting up after.
Bring your awareness back to the earth that you feet are touching.

8. After - Let your candle burn down or snuff it out. Place your crystals in a pouch or other
container along with your piece of paper.  You can carry them with you and say the
affirmation whenever you feel doubt or limiting thoughts coming back.  You could also
just keep them in a special place and work with them as often as you like meditating and
visualizing.  Don’t be afraid to experiment with what feels right.


